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Introduction
• Natural languages are characterized as a 

combination of rule-based generalization 
and lexical idiosyncracy

• The rules governing the syntax are actually 
quasi regular.

• Apparently allowed constructions are 
idiosycratically missing



Idiosyncracies
 Baker’s Paradox
  The English past tense where the irregular form 

‘went’ replaces ‘goed’

 Dative Shift:
     John gave/donated a book to the library

   John gave/*donated the library a book
 
  



 ‘to be’ deletion rule
The baby appears/seems to be happy
The baby appears/seems happy
The baby seems to be sleeping 
*The baby appears/seems sleeping

 Lexical constraints
strong/high/*stiff winds
strong/*high/*stiff currents
strong/*high/stiff breeze



 Transitive/Intransitive
John broke the cup
The cup broke
John kissed Mary
*Mary kissed

 We cannot interpret syntactic behaviour from semantics
John waved Mary goodbye
John waved goodbye to Mary
*John said Mary hello
John said hello to Mary



Question…
 Given these holes and quasi regular rules, 

what really is the learning mechanism ?



 Since only a finite set of sentences are heard, 
absence of a form does not imply that it is 
not allowed.

 Such holes are specific to languages so they 
cannot be attributed to postulating a  
Universal Grammar



Approach
 Learning quasi regular structures in a 

rudimentary language from positive evidence 
alone using the Simplicity principle.

 As a measure for simplicity, MDL 
(Minimum Description Length) was 
used:Kolmogorov complexity



 Simplicity :Cognitive Systems prefer 
simpler patterns over complex ones. The 
shortest program that regenerates the object 
is a natural measure of its complexity

 Instead of actual binary coding, codelengths 
are calculated for this purpose.

 All grammars or hypotheses are expressed 
 C = C(H)+C(D|H) 



Simulation

 2 approaches :
 There is a “super speaker” for all the listeners 

who knows the correct grammar entirely. All 
his utterances shall be completely correct and 
can have no exceptions

 Transmission over generations: The listener 
listens to sentences spoken by a speaker, who 
himself was the listener some time ago.



 The first approach, though fair enough 
for simulation purposes, is unrealistic

 The second is closer to reality.
It can be thought to be a model wherein a 

generation of parents instruct their successors 
about the exceptions in language. Children     
also posit exceptions on listening to their   
utterances



Algorithmic details:
 Rudimentary toy language:

S1 = AB
S2 = BA
A={ a1,a2,a3,a4}
B= {b1,b2,b3,b4}
* = {  (a1),(a2,b2),(a2,b3),(a2,b4),(b1,a1),
        (b2,a1),(b3,a1),(b4,a1)  }



 Grammars are represented by matrices of 
probabilities and an exception matrix.

 Words are ranked according to their 
frequencies. The speaker and the listener 
share the probabilities of these words.

 Using Zipf’s law the probabilities are 
calculated: p =  f/∑f



 Learning proceeds by gambles. The listener gambles 
whether a sentence can be an exception depending 
on whether it satisfies :

Log (1/p(x) ) < N p(x)
 Scaling up of probabilities is done and if the gamble 

is correct, it results in shorter codelengths. If it is 
incorrect, the gamble is abandoned.



 Each time an exception is posited, a new 
hypothesis is generated

 A sentence which has been heard is never 
posited as an exception.

 The codelengths for these grammars are 
calculated.



 Each hypothesis is exposed to 50 sentences 
of a grammar, which in the first approach 
are from the perfect grammar, and in the 
second from the previous grammar.

 This attempts to mimic the situation of the 
poverty of stimulus, where one never hears 
all sentences and receive no negative 
feedback.









































The Second Approach:-



For 20 sentences:number of exceptions are very large



For 30 sentences: number of exceptions have decreased



For 40 sentences : very few grammars are generated



With a larger corpus of data: approach 1



Larger corpora : approach 2



Conclusion:

 When a small corpus of data was chosen, 
the simplicity principle yielded the exact 
number of 11 exceptions in most cases.

 The exceptions obtained were the same as 
those found in the actual language.

 So, for a small corpus of data, given the 
“super speaker approach”,the simplicity 
principle works quite efficiently.



 However, if we look at the second approach. When 
we were using 50 sentences approximately 6 
exceptions were found. 

 If the number of sentences uttered are decreased, 
the exceptions possible increase.

 It is true that the datacodelegth decreases as we 
increase the number of exceptions. Since coding 
these exceptions requires some bits as well, whether 
that investment can be reobtained remains 
questionable.



 When the number of sentences heard were 
approximately equal to the number of  
sample sentences, nearly perfect results were 
obtained.

 With the increased sample size however, 
this fails badly.

 The codelengths show a monotonic increase



 Even grammars with 11 exceptions never 
had the same exceptions as were present in 
the grammar.

 This happens primarily because data is 
chosen probabilistically. Since the 
exceptions themselves are randomly decided, 
investment in coding them may be quite 
large itself.



 Since this language has no semantics and no 
communicative function, it doesn’t model 
the relation between meaning-signal-
referents.

 Though it is true for small corpora of 
sentences, it cannot be established as a  
general learning mechanism.



Thank you!


